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Introduction 

The KGS2 program is developed by Dr. Jie Liu in Dr. Renxiao Wang's group at the 

Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences.  

KGS2 is a software patch of scoring functions, which has its objective to improve the 

prediction accuracy of scoring functions. Our basic assumption is that molecular systems with 

similar structures have similar properties, a strategy that has been applied successfully to the 

computation of some physicochemical properties such as partition coefficient and water 

solubility. Accordingly, the unknown binding affinity of a given complex can be estimated 

more reliably from the known binding affinity of a reference complex, which shares a similar 

pattern of protein-ligand interactions with the query complex. 

 

 
Figure 1. The query complex (B) and reference complex (A) share a similar pattern of protein-ligand 

interactions (different shapes of black marks represent different types of protein-ligand interactions) 

 

The binding scores provided by a reasonable scoring function should correlate well with 

experimentally determined binding data as follows: 

                                               (1) 

Here,        denotes for the expected binding affinity of a reference protein-ligand 

complex ( );           denotes for the binding score of this complex calculated by a scoring 

function   ; while   and  , respectively, are the intercept and the slope of the regression 

line between the binding scores and experimentally measured binding data of a set of 

protein-ligand complexes. Similarly, the expected binding affinity of a query protein-ligand 

complex ( ) calculated by the same scoring function is: 

                                               (2) 

  By subtracting Equation 1 from Equation 2, one has: 

                                                       (3) 

Replacing the expected binding affinity of   with the known experimental value      , 

one has: 

                                                     (4) 

Equation 4 indicates how the binding affinity of a given protein-ligand complex is 

computed using the known binding affinity of a proper reference complex as a starting point. 
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For the convenience of narration, this scoring strategy will be referred to as the KGS2 

throughout this article. In principle, any scoring method may be employed to compute the 

required binding scores of both the reference complex and the query complex in Equation 4. 

Nevertheless, it is certainly more reasonable in reality to choose a capable scoring method for 

this purpose. The reference complex can be selected among a database of protein-ligand 

complexes with reliable structures and binding data. The constant   in Equation 4 can be 

derived through a regression analysis between the experimental binding data and the 

computed binding scores by the employed scoring method on the same database. It is 

introduced to scale the outcomes of scoring functions, which could be in arbitrary units, to a 

realistic range comparable to the experimental binding data of the reference complex. 

KGS2 is distributed freely to the public. It is currently available at 

http://www.sioc-ccbg.ac.cn/software/KGS2/. Basically, you need to register and sign a license 

agreement. We will then send you further instructions of how to download this program. 

You may direct questions related to this program to the author at: Renxiao Wang, Ph.D. 

Copyright of the KGS2 program belongs to the Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, 

Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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How to use KGS2 

The KGS2 program is written in ANSI C++ language and has been tested on LINUX 

platform. After downloading the program package, please move it to the directory where you 

would like the program to be ran. Then, use the program through the following three-step 

procedure. 

Uncompress the package 

You can do this in a Linux shell as: 

tar  -xvf  KGS2_linux.tar.gz 

 

You will get a directory named as "KGS2-process" under your working directory. Under 

that directory, there are several subdirectories: 

"step_1_extract_units/": scripts and files for extracting the interaction units of 

protein-ligand complexes 

"step_2_eliminate_redundancy/": scripts and files for eliminating redundant information in 

output of step 1 

"step_3_interaction_patterns/": scripts and files for picking up the interaction units 

"step_4_normalize": scripts and files for normalizing the output file of step 3  

"step_5_search": scripts and files for searching the reference complex for each query 

complex   

General synopsis for running KGS2 

The basic function of KGS2 is to search the reference complexes of a query complex from 

the specified data set. The standard step by step implementation procedure of KGS2 strategy 

is assembled in the files and the general procedure is shown in the following figure. The step 

1-4 aim to produce the interaction patterns of complexes in a library and step 5 is purpose to 

search the reference complex for each query complex with the PICP algorithm. Thus, you 

should run the step1-4 for the first application. You are supposed to edit the scripts and related 

files to meet your own purpose. In addition, R program is required and please install the R 

program (https://www.r-project.org/) before running KGS2. 
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Figure 2. The general procedure of KGS2 

 

Figure 3. The example input file of KGS2 

Note:  

Scripts are run in working directory of each step, e.g. step_1_extract_units. Remember to 

change the absolute directory path of structure files in each script. And all of the lines started 

with a "#" sign in the input file will be considered as a comment line and is neglected by the 

program 

Workflow for running KGS2 

 Step 1 

 

Function  Extract all the interaction units of protein-ligand complexes in              

PDBbind general set v2014 (which contains 10656 complexes) or your              

own reference library 

Working 

directory 

./step_1_extract_units/ 

The directory of 

script program 

./script_1/ 

Step 5:Search the reference complex for each query complex with the PICP algorithm. 

Step 4:Normalize the output file in output of step 3. 

Step 3:Pick up the interaction units, which belong to certain interaction patterns. 

Step 2:Eliminate redundant information in output of step 1. 

Step 1:Extract the interaction units of protein-ligand complexes 
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The directory of 

input files 

./step_1_input 

(Please download the PDBbind general set v2014 or move your own 

reference library into the working directory.  

The protein file (XXXX_protein.pdb) and ligand file 

(XXXX_ligand.mol2) from the same complex should be put in a same 

folder named with the PDB code (XXXX)). 

The directory of 

output files 

./step_1_output 

Command  $ ./run_01.sh 

(The batch processing script 'run_01.sh' can generate interaction units for 

each protein-ligand complex in the library. Remember to copy the 

'run_01.sh' and the executable file 'xscore' into the directory of input files.) 

Result  For the default reference library, 51 of 10656 protein-ligand complexes in 

the PDBbind general set v2014 do not have structure files. Failed to detect 

binding pocket for complex (3zyb). 

Additional note The executable file 'xscore' was compiled from source code 

in ./step_1/script_1/extract/ 

The usage of the executable file 'xscore' : 

$ ./xscore  -score  protein.pdb  ligand.mol2  >  output_file 

 

 Step 2 

 

Function  Eliminate redundant information in output of step 1. 

Working 

directory 

./step_2_eliminate_redundancy/ 

The directory of 

script program 

./script_2/ 

The directory of 

input files 

./step_2_input 

(The input files in this folder are obtained and copy 

from ../step_1_extract_units/step_1_output ) 

The directory of 

output files 

./step_2_output 

Command  $ ./run_02.sh 

(The perl script 'process_02.pl' and batch processing script 'run_02.sh' 

were used to keep the standard protein-ligand interaction units information 

generated in step 1. Remember to copy the 'run_02.sh' and 'process_02.pl' 

into the directory of input directory.) 
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Figure 4. The output file of step_2 

 

The following is the definition of each column in output file of step_2: 

=================================================================== 

residue_ID chain interaction_unit_name(residue patom-1 patom-2 patom-3 latom) 

7          A        TYRC5C4C3C.3 

patom_1_ x   patom_1 _y   patom_1_z   patom_2_x   patom_2_y   patom_2_z 

14.036        3.095       29.363      14.713       3.025       30.580 

patom_3_x   patom_3_y   patom_3_z   latom_x   latom_y   latom_z 

15.202       1.810       31.064       10.726    5.484     28.206 

beta_C_x   beta_C_ y   beta_C_z   alpha_C_x   alpha_C_y   alpha_C_z 

13.846     1.938       28.621      15.226      2.331       33.585 

=================================================================== 

Notes: 'patom' stand for protein atom, 'latom' stand for ligand atom. 'beta C' stand for residue's 

beta atom, 'alpha' stand for residue's alpha carbon atom. 

 

 Step 3 

 

Function  Pick up the interaction units, which belong to certain interaction patterns. 

Working 

directory 

./step_3_interaction_patterns/ 

The directory of 

script program 

./script_3/ 

The directory of 

input files 

./step_3_input 

(The input files in this folder are obtained and copy 

from ../step_2_eliminate_redundancy/step_2_output) 

The directory of 

output files 

./step_3_output 

Command  $ mkdir R_source_files 

( make a new folder to save source files of R statistics language and 

remember to change working directory of R source file 'run_demo.R' to 

' ./step_3_output/') 

 

$ ./process_04.pl  list_2  run_demo.R 

(generate the R source files and the list_2 contains the code name of 

complexes in library) 
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$ ls  ./R_source_files  >  list_3 

 

$ ./process_05.pl  list_3  > run_03.R 

 

$ /home/Software/R-3.1.1/bin/R 

(Users are supposed to change the absolute path of R program to launch 

software) 

 

     > rm(list=ls()); 

     > setwd("./"); 

     > source("run_03.R");  

Additional note 'process_04.pl' --- generate the R source files 

'process_05.pl' --- generate the batch file 'run_03.R' 

'run_demo.R' --- the template R source files 

'run_developed.R' --- obsolete template R source files 

'inter_pats.txt' --- the interaction patterns developed on the PDBbind 

general set v2014 

 

 

Figure 5. The parameter file (inter_pats.txt) of step_3 

 

The following is the definition of each column in file './step_3_interaction_patterns/ 

inter_pats.txt' 

=================================================================== 

Interaction pattern name (residue patom-1 patom-2 patom-3 latom) 

ALAC1CNC.2 

Covariance matrix of gaussian component : 

1.596719 0.127953 0.490533  

0.127953 0.347022 0.474544 

0.490533 0.474544 2.514014 

Mean value of gaussian component : 

0.246624 4.580712 -0.450043 

=================================================================== 
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Figure 6. The output file of step_3 

 

The following is the definition of each column in output file of step_3: 

=================================================================== 

interaction_unit_name   residue_ID   chain 

"TYRC5C4C3C.3"        7         "A" 

alpha_C_x   alpha_C_y   alpha_C_z   latom_x   latom_y   latom_z 

15.226      2.331       33.585      10.726    5.484     28.206 

=================================================================== 

 

 Step 4 

 

Function  Normalize the output file in folder 

'./step_3_interaction_patterns/step_3_output/'. 

Working 

directory 

./step_4_normalize/ 

The directory of 

script program 

./script_4/ 

The directory of 

input files 

./step_4_input 

(The input files in this folder are obtained and copy 

from ../step_3_interaction_patterns/step_3_output/) 

The directory of 

output files 

./step_4_output 

Command  ./run_04.sh 

(The perl script 'process_06.pl' and batch processing script 'run_05.sh' 

were used to normalize the data in step 3. Remember to copy the 

'run_04.sh' and 'process_06.pl' into the directory of input directory.) 

 

 

Figure 7. The output file of step_4 
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The following is the definition of each column in output file of step_3: 

=================================================================== 

C.3  7 A    C1      10.726       5.484      28.206 

TYR   7 A    C1      15.226       2.331      33.585 

C.ar  8  A    C1       9.464       2.135      28.133 

PHE 8  A    C1      11.870       0.551      33.384 

 

1
st 

column: the atom type of ligand atom (odd rows) or the residue name (even rows) 

2
nd 

column: the residue number 

3
rd

 column: the protein chain 

4
th

 column: the label of using alpha carbon to represent the residue 

5
th

 column: x coordinates 

6
th

 column: y coordinates 

7
th

 column: z coordinates 

Each couple of lines represents an interaction pair. While the odd row includes the 

information of ligand atom, the even row consists of the information of alpha carbon from its 

interactive protein residue. Notably, the 2nd~4th columns which includes the protein 

information are also written into the odd row for convenience. 

=================================================================== 

 

 Step 5 

 

Function  Search the reference complex for each query complex with the PICP 

algorithm. 

Working 

directory 

./step_5_search/ 

The directory of 

script program 

./ 

The directory of 

input files 

./all 

(The input files in this folder are obtained and copy from 

'../step_4_normalize/step_4_output/') 

The output file ./run_out_log 

Command  $ ./picp.exe ./all/10gs_ok.txt  >  run_out_log 

(calculate single complex; in folder './step_5_search/') 

or 

$ ./batch_search.sh  

(calculate all complexes in PDBbind_general_set; in folder 

'./step_5_search/') 

 

$ awk '{printf "%s\t%s\t%.2f\n",$1, $2, $4}' ./run_out_log | grep -v 

"none"  > ./result_PICP_general_2014.txt 

(get the final result, run in folder './step_5_search/') 
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Figure 8. The output file of step_5 

 

The following is the definition of each column in output file of step_3: 

=================================================================== 

11gs    3gss    0.52 

13gs    2gss    0.22 

 

1
st 

column: query complex (PDB entry) 

2
nd 

column: reference complex (PDB entry) 

3
rd

 column: the similarity between query complex and reference complex computed  

with Tanimoto method 

=================================================================== 
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